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Accurate location of hydrogen atoms in hydrogen bonds
of Tizoxanide from the combination of experimental and
theoretical models

Ana L. Reviglioa,b, Fernando A. Martínezc,d , Marcos D. A. Monteroc,d , Yamila Garro-
Lincka,b, Gustavo A. Aucar∗c,d , Norma R. Sperandeoe, f and Gustavo A. Monti∗a,b

To obtain detailed information about the position of hydrogen atoms in hydrogen bonds, HBs, of
crystalline organic molecular compounds is not an easy task. In this work we propose a combi-
nation of ssNMR experimental data with theoretical procedures to get such information. Further-
more, the combination of experimental and theoretical models provides us of well-defined grounds
to analyse the strength of π-stacking interactions between layers of hydrogen bonded molecules.
Two different theoretical models were considered, being both approaches quite different. The first
one is a solid-state model, so that the periodicity of a crystalline system underlies to calculations
of the electronic energy, the electronic density and NMR parameters. The other one is a molecu-
lar model in which molecules are taken as isolated monomers, dimers and tetramers. These two
models were applied to the Tizoxanide, TIZ, molecular crystal though it can widely be applied to
any other molecular crystal. By the application of the quantum molecular model it was possible
to learn about the way the intermolecular HBs affect the position of hydrogen atoms that belongs
to HBs in TIZ. This molecule has two intermolecular HBs that stabilize the structure of a basic
dimer, but it also has an intramolecular HB in each monomer whose position should be optimized
together with the other ones. We found that by doing this it is possible to obtain reliable results
of calculations of NMR spectroscopic parameters. Working with the solid-state model we found
that any local variation of the TIZ crystalline structure is correlated with the variation of the values
of the NMR parameters of each nucleus. The excellent agreement between experimental and
calculated chemical shifts leads to conclude that the N10-H10 bond distance should be (1.00 ±
0.02) Å.

1 Introduction

Hydrogen bonding is one of the key intra- and intermolecular in-
teractions, that are much exploited in crystal engineering, being
the determination of the position of hydrogen atoms essential in
structural studies in different areas of research.1,2 This is rele-
vant since most of the interactions in the solid-state structure of a
drug are transmitted through hydrogen bonds. Therefore, having
the certainty of the position of a given hydrogen atom allows for
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knowing about the existence of intra- or intermolecular hydrogen
bonds, HBs.3,4

Hydrogen bonds have been long studied by nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) and other spectroscopic and crystallographic
techniques.5–9 Quite recently some articles were published with
their focus on the application of Infrared (IR), Ultraviolet (UV)
and Raman spectroscopy, and quantum chemical calculations to
studying HBs in crystalline systems.10–13 Besides, several studies
that were performed in solution showing how the chemical shift
of an NMR signal varies when this corresponds to atoms that be-
long to HBs in comparison to the signals arising from equivalent
atoms that do not belong to HBs.14–16 In the special case of the
gas phase it was shown, by using theoretical models, that NMR
spectroscopic parameters are powerful descriptors for character-
izing HBs.17–23

There are some other recent studies, like the NMR of various
nuclei in solid-state, both 1D and 2D that were focused to detect
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the presence of HBs and identifying the underlying motifs of the
bonding using as input data the inter-nuclear distances.3,4,24–28

By itself this methodology did not allow for to find the accurate
position of the hydrogen atoms; though, when in addition to this
studies the crystalline structure is included by using X-ray Diffrac-
tion (XRD), a better spatial location for protons can be estimated.
Within this line of research, one step forward was achieved when
experimental techniques together with theoretical methods were
applied.1,2,29–32 These last procedures allows for the refinement
of the geometrical structure of the substances under study and
so, the prediction of structures in those cases where one is not
able to obtain the complete information of atomic positions from
crystallographic data.

The issue of proton location in crystals is a problem intrinsi-
cally related to finding the local structure, which has been re-
cently studied applying solid-state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
spectroscopy (ssNMR) in several cocrystals.3,4,26,28,33 dDe to the
sensitivity of ssNMR at the sites close to the hydrogen being stud-
ied, it is common to use a combination of 1H and 15N ssNMR to
tackle that problem. The 1H chemical shifts of hydrogen-bonded
protons span a wide range of shifts, typically 8-20 ppm,27 and the
magnitude of the shifts is related to the extent of the HB which
is an indication of the strength of the interaction.34 It has been
shown that the largest hydrogen chemical shifts for the OH· · ·O,
OH· · ·N, and NH· · ·O hydrogen bonds arises when the follow-
ing two restrictions are fulfilled: there is a short distance of the
donor-acceptor bond and the hydrogen is in a symmetric and cen-
tral position.35 The two hydrogen bonds, OH· · ·N and NH· · ·O,
are a common and robust intermolecular interaction in cocrystal
synthons,36 so that the NMR of 15N nuclei can be used as descrip-
tors of the position of hydrogens.

This work is focused on the NMR characterization of the struc-
ture of Tizoxanide (TIZ), which is an anti-infective agent that
can enhance current therapies for leishmaniasis, Chagas disease,
and viral hepatitis. In a previous work some of us have stud-
ied and characterized this compound using different experimen-
tal techniques.37 In particular ssNMR experiments for 13C were
performed. It was found that the structure of solid-state TIZ
is composed of tightly packed layers of extensively hydrogen-
bonded molecules. Its “graphitic” structure is composed of layers
of hydrogen-bonded molecules that are stacked one on top of the
other and held together by strong π-stacking interactions.

To go one step further in the characterization of that structure,
we decided to develop a strategy for getting the accurate position
of hydrogen atoms in the HBs of TIZ. As mentioned in Ref. 37
those HBs together with π-stacking interactions seem to explain
the way TIZ molecules are distributed in packed layers. Then, it
shall be necessary to run high-resolution 13C, 15N, and 1H ssNMR
experiments together with state of the art theoretical calculations
to unequivocally locate the atoms of hydrogen and determine
their bond lengths.30 We developed a mixed methodology that
is in line with previous works, but now our theoretical models
are also molecular models because we assume that NMR spectro-
scopic parameters of hydrogen atoms in HBs, and the atoms in
its vicinity, are can reliably be reproduced by theoretical meth-
ods that include most of the local electronic and stereospecific

effects. This criterium is different to the used in the fully pe-
riodic Gauge Including Projector Augmented Wave method (GI-
PAW))38,39 which considers as one of its main assumptions the
repetition inherent to crystalline structures.29

One of the aims pursued in this work is the application of both,
experimental ssNMR spectroscopy and theoretical models to get,
as accurate as possible, the position of a hydrogen atom in the
intramolecular NH· · ·O bond of TIZ compounds. We propose here
two different theoretical approaches, coined as solid-state model
and molecular model, which give quite close results to each other.
In addition to that, the molecular model permits us to establish
how important are the stacking effects and few other relevant
electronic effects on the results of theoretical calculations of both,
the geometric parameters and NMR spectroscopic parameters.

2 Experimental, theoretical models and
computational details

2.1 Experimental ssNMR measurements

High-resolution solid-state 13C and 15N cross-polarization/ magic
angle spinning (CP/MAS) spectra for TIZ were recorded using
a Bruker Avance II-300 spectrometer (300.13 MHz for 1H, 75.46
MHz for 13C, and 30.4 MHz for 15N) equipped with a 4 mm probe.
The 13C experiments were carried out at a spinning rate of 8 kHz
employing a variable amplitude CP (2ms contact time)40. TPPM
sequence was used for heteronuclear decoupling during acqui-
sition with a proton field B1H satisfying ω1H/2π = γH B1H =
50 kHz41. The recycling time was 20 s and 2048 scans were
recorded. Chemical shifts were referenced to tetramethylsilane
(TMS) using adamantane as an external reference (29.50 and
38.56 ppm).

15N ssNMR experiments were carried out at a rotation speed of
10 kHz. The recycling delay between transients was 50 s, the con-
tact time during CP was 2 ms and 4096 scans were recorded. The
chemical shifts were referenced to nitromethane using as external
reference the chemical shift of glycine (-349.6 ppm). Solid-state
1H MAS NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance III
HD spectrometer at a 1H Larmor frequency of 499.7 MHz, at 60
kHz MAS rate using a double-resonance MAS probe supporting
rotors of 1.3 mm outer diameter.

2.2 Theoretical models

To find out the best estimate of the position of the hydrogen atoms
of interest (numbered H10 in Figure 1) we used two different
schemes, meaning the solid-state-based model and the molecu-
lar based model. The first one has the periodicity of the unit
cell as its essential constraint, while the other one seeks to carry
out accurate calculations considering only a reduced number of
monomers.

2.2.1 Solid-state based models

Under normal conditions TIZ is a crystalline solid whose structure
has been previously well described by the solid-state NMR spec-
troscopy. The goal pursued with the solid-state based model is
to find which are the positions of some atoms in the crystal that
best reproduce the NMR spectra. In order to do it the distance
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Fig. 1 Different schemes for Tizoxanide molecular structure. a) Atoms labelling. b) Unit cell used for solid-state model calculations. c) Dimer structure
of Tizoxanide with intra and intermolecular hydrogen bonds explicitly shown. d) Tetramer structure used in the molecular model

d(N10–H10) is systematically varied around its relaxed value and
then, for each of those values the NMR spectroscopic parameters
are calculated.

2.2.2 Quantum-molecular based models

In our specific molecular model we considered that replacing the
TIZ structure by a monomer, dimer or tetramer (which includes
two crystal cells) we shall be able to adequately reproduce the
experimental NMR spectra.

By applying this model we searched for the answer to the fol-
lowing inquiries: a) How important and feasible of using are the
state of the art theoretical models to reproduce few sensitive ge-
ometrical aspects of TIZ molecules, together with its NMR spec-
troscopic parameters? and b) How important is to describe, as
accurately as possible both, the intramolecular and intermolec-
ular HBs involved in the solid-state structure of TIZ, from the
modeling of it as a monomer, dimer and tetramer?. Furthermore,
the analysis of tetrameric structures would permit us to find out
how large the influence of the stacking would be over the spatial
position of hydrogen atoms mentioned above, and also on their
magnetic shieldings. Our model A was designed to answer the
first inquire, and model B to answer the second one.

The model A does consist in the geometrical optimization of the
whole molecular structure of a monomer or dimer of TIZ. Unfor-
tunately we have been unable to optimize a tetrameric structure.
In the case of model B only the positions of few hydrogen atoms
were optimized for the monomeric, dimeric, and tetrameric struc-
tures, leaving the position of all other atoms as they were taken
from experiments. The optimization’s procedure mentioned as

2H is such that only the positions of the hydrogen atoms attached
to N10 (it belongs to an intramolecular HB) were optimized in the
dimeric or tetrameric structures. On the other hand, the optimiza-
tion mentioned as 4H is such that, in addition to the optimization
2H, the positions of the hydrogen atoms bonded to the oxygen
O7 (involved in the intermolecular HB between the monomers)
were also optimized. Furthermore we should mention that, one
of the key aspects that we pursued to include in our theoretical
molecular model was the estimation of local effects of π-stacking
interactions on NMR shieldings of hydrogen atoms that belong to
HBs. To describe such effects we assumed that it would be enough
to include only one monomer up and another one down of those
HBs.

In both models mentioned above, the NMR nuclear magnetic
shielding constants were calculated at the DFT/X (X = B3LYP,
PBE, PBE0, KT3, and B97D) level of theory.

2.3 Computational details

First-principles calculations of the solid-state model were per-
formed using the Quantum Espresso (QE) package,42 with the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and Perdew-Burke-
Ernzehof (PBE) exchange-correlation functionals.43 As known QE
uses a plane-wave basis set for energy and geometry calculations.
To ensure the convergence of the energy we used a cut-off en-
ergy of 60 Ry (816 eV) and a Monkhorst-Pack grid with a 5x5x5
convergence mesh offset by 0.5 for the k-points sampling in the
Brillouin zone.

The positions of hydrogen atoms were relaxed using the
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Broyden-Fletcher-Golfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm and the to-
tal forces acting on each ion were minimized to reach less than
1x10−2 au. Furthermore, the geometry optimization of molec-
ular models were performed using B3LYP44,45 and B97D46 DFT
functionals, as are implemented in DALTON 2016 code.47

In the case of the solid-state model, the information needed
to calculate the NMR observables was reconstructed using the
GIPAW method as implemented in the GIPAW module of QE.
The chemical shift was obtained using the standard expression:
δ = σre f − σiso and the shielding of the reference compounds
are given as Supplementary Information. On the other hand,
for our molecular models, NMR shielding constants were calcu-
lated using different DFT functionals: B3LYP, KT348, PBE, and
PBE049 as implemented in the DALTON code and employing
both, gauge-including atomic orbitals, GIAO, and London orbitals
to guarantee the origin-independence of the results. The basis
set used to perform geometry optimizations were the Pople-type
6-311G++g(d,p)50 and the correlated-consisted cc-pVTZ51; be-
sides, to calculate the NMR nuclear magnetic shielding constants
we used the cc-pVTZ.

3 Results and discussion
We shall show and discuss our results in three different subsec-
tions, starting with the experiments of ssNMR and then going to
our experimental and molecular models.

3.1 Solid-state NMR experiments

When it is compared with the 13C spectrum in solution the ssNMR
spectrum of 13C shows noticeable changes for the chemical shift
of the carbon atoms that are close to the molecular fragment of
interest.37 The 15N CP/MAS ssNMR spectrum of TIZ displays one
signal for each nitrogen atom of the molecule; in our case, the
signals were assigned considering the local environment of each
N. The 1H spectrum shows three main resonances, which can be
deconvoluted to obtain the chemical shifts of the different protons
in the molecule. The ssNMR spectrums are available in the SI
(Figure S1).

3.2 Solid-state NMR model

The difference between the 13C NMR spectrum of solid-state and
that of solution can be associated to the presence or absence of
an intramolecular HB. Thus, it is important to characterize the HB
and find the accurate position of the hydrogen atom in that bond.

The first step in that characterization consists of the compari-
son between calculated and experimental NMR chemical shifts of
the TIZ structure when the position of all hydrogen atoms are re-
laxed. In general, for the solid-state model, the calculated chemi-
cal shifts are in good agreement with the experimental results for
the three studied nuclei, as can be seen in Figure 2. In the case
of 13C chemical shifts (see Figure 2 a)) dispersion around the
δEXP=δCALC line is observed, while for 15N chemical shifts (see
Figure 2 b)), only the N10 chemical shift is out of the δEXP=δCALC

line. Calculated results for 1H are in very good agreement with
the experimental values for all protons of TIZ except for the pro-
ton involved in the N10-H10 bond, as can be seen in Figure 2 c).

For different nuclei the root mean square (RMS) was calculated.
The RMS of 13C was 2.9 ppm, 2.0 ppm for 15N and 0.4 ppm for
1H.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of experimental and calculated chemical shift with
different N10-H10 bond length. a) 13C, b) 15N and c) 1H.

The deviations between computed and experimental results
arise from three different sources, namely (i) restrictions of com-
putational procedures, (ii) errors or uncertainties in crystal struc-
tures produced by diffraction, and (iii) errors in experimental
NMR data. The last two are usually relatively small, except for
both, the hydrogen positions and the problem of comparison be-
tween temperatures.52

TIZ has an intramolecular HB between the N-H bond and one
oxygen atom. It is then important to find the accurate position
of the hydrogen atom in that bond. To find the most likely po-
sition of the hydrogen H10, step by step modifications of the ge-
ometrical structure of TIZ were performed, varying the position
of H10. The bond distance N10-H10 was modified between 0.78
Å and 1.78 Å, by 0.1 Å each step. This process was carried out
by calculating the hydrogen positions, keeping the angle between
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the three nuclei (N10, H10, O7), and fixing the plane in which
that nuclei are located. The atomic positions were calculated for
two different planes: the plane formed by the three nuclei in the
H-relaxed geometry and the median plane of the H-relaxed struc-
ture. In both cases we found equivalent results. An illustration of
the TIZ molecule for different positions of the hydrogen atom H10

is shown in Figure S2.
The best RMS values for 13C atoms are obtained when the N10-

H10 bond length is between 0.88 Å and 0.98 Å. On the other hand,
for nitrogen atoms the best RMS was obtained for distances that
are between 1.08 Å and 1.18 Å. We assume that the different
sources of deviations between experimental and calculated chem-
ical shifts are the reasons why the optimal bond length for the two
nuclei does not match. However, it is possible to obtain a lower
and an upper bound for the N10-H10 bond length (0.88 Å - 1.18
Å). In a second iteration, new calculations were performed with
shorter steps (0.01 Å) to have a better sampling in the region of
interest. Figure 3 shows the comparison of experimental and cal-
culated chemical shifts for 13C (Figure 3 a), 15N (Figure 3 b), and
1H (Figure 3 c) for different bond lengths.

When calculations were performed for a length step of 0.01
Å, it was found that the best correlation occurs when the bond
length is (1.00 ± 0.02) Å, with RMS = 0.3 ppm.

In Figure 4a), b) and c) the values of the chemical shifts as a
function of the N10-H10 bond distance are shown. The chemical
shifts of the 13C nuclei (C1, C8, C11) closer to the N-H bond are
those with the highest variations as their shieldings are signifi-
cantly altered when the N-H distance changes (Figure 4a). How-
ever, the chemical shift for C13 is almost unchanged, as expected
since it is not close to the region of interest. In the same way,
we observe in Figure 4b that N15 chemical shift does not vary
in the successive calculations, while for N10 it does. This is not
surprising, since this is the nucleus directly involved in the hy-
drogen bond interaction. Finally, in Figure 4c we show how the
H10 (the one involved in the HB) chemical shift changes for each
distance and the H4 chemical shift does not change. As the bond
distance lengthens, the hydrogen chemical shift increases (there
is a deshielding of the nucleus), and as the hydrogen atom be-
comes closer to the oxygen atom it is more shielded. In all cases,
the curves that correspond to the nuclei whose shifts change no-
ticeably show the same behaviour as shown by Harris et al.53

It is known that the nuclear magnetic shielding arises from the
dynamical response of electrons that surround the nucleus to an
external magnetic field. Consequently, it is possible to relate the
chemical shielding of a nucleus with the electron-density distribu-
tion close to it. Charge density calculations were performed for
the TIZ molecule for different N-H bond lengths to see how the
position of the hydrogen atoms modifies the charge distribution
in the molecule. Results of these calculations are shown in Figure
S3. For the shortest bond length (Figure S3a) the electron cloud
surrounds the H7 atom. Notwithstanding, for other distances, this
does not occur. That is, the proton is more shielded for a short
bond length than for a long one. It is also possible to see how the
first neighbours of the modified bond are affected by the variation
of this charge distribution. Thus it is evident that those nuclei that
are "distant" to the hydrogen bond do not undergo modifications
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Fig. 3 Calculated chemical shifts for different N10-H10 bond lengths
against the experimentally measured chemical shift for each nucleus. To
calculate the chemical shift, the position of the H10 atom in the reported
structure of TIZ was computationally varied and then the chemical shift
for each N10-H10 distance was calculated to be compared with the chemi-
cal shift experimentally determined. The experimental chemical shift cor-
responds to a unique bond length that is to be determined.

when a change in the bond length is performed, while the others
do. All this is in agreement with the results shown in Figure 4.

The potential energy curve of an HB represented as a function
of the position of the hydrogen atom also provides a fundamen-
tal criterion for the classification of hydrogen bonds.54 It gives
an indication of the HB-strength.55–57 Figure S4 shows the be-
haviour of the total calculated energy of the system as a function
of the bond distance N10-H10. This is in line with results reported
by White et al.54, i.e. the behaviour of the system as a whole
matches the behaviour of the potential energy of an asymmetric
well of strong HB. A fitting of the potential energy curve in the
region close to its minimum was made in order to find the bond
distance that minimizes the total energy of the system. From this
fitting, a bond length of 1.03 ± 0.01 Å was obtained, being such
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Fig. 4 Variation of calculated chemical shift as a function of N10-H10
distance for different nuclei. a) 13C, b) 15N and c) 1H.

a distance in good agreement with the result obtained fitting the
proton chemical shifts.

3.3 Molecular quantum models

The first step in our theoretical calculations of models A and
B consisted of optimizing the bond distance d(N10–H10) for the
following three different basic structures: monomer, dimer and
tetramer. We did it as described in Section 2.

Table 1 Distances d(N10–H10) obtained with different models and levels
of theory. All values are given in Angstroms.

System Level of theory Molecular model d(N-H)
Monomer B3LYP/6-311G++g(d,p) A 1.015

B97D/6-311G++g(d,p) A 1.014
B97D/6-311G++g(d,p) B (only H10) 1.017
B97D/cc-pVTZ B (only H10) 1.013

Dimer B3LYP/6-311G++g(d,p) A 1.020
B97D/6-311G++g(d,p) B 2Ha 1.019
B97D/cc-pVTZ B 2H 1.016
B97D/cc-pVTZ B 4Hb 1.019

Tetramer B97D/6-311G++g(d,p) B 2H 1.020
B97D/cc-pVTZ B 2H 1.017
B97D/cc-pVTZ B 4H 1.019

a The positions of two H10 atoms (bonded to N10) are optimized
in the dimer.

b The positions of two H10 atoms (bonded to N10) and two H7
atoms (bonded to O7) are optimized in the dimer.

We found that when the geometry of the dimer has been fully
optimized (model A), the planarity is lost due to torsional forces
between the monomers. This fact suggests that, to obtain a pla-
nar dimer, it is necessary to include monomers above and below
of the given dimer. Then, this was the way the tetramer was
built. On the other hand, given the location of the monomer in
the geometric structure of tetramer, it is possible to analyse the
different electronic effects that may influence the bond distance
d(N10–H10) and therefore,in the NMR spectroscopic parameters.

In Table 1 we show the values of d(N10–H10) obtained at differ-
ent levels of theory and applying models A and B to the monomer
and dimer structures, and the model B to the tetramer structure.
It is observed that the distance d(N10–H10) varies between 1.01Å
and 1.02 Å and that when calculations are more accurate the dis-
tance is shortened. On the other hand, when the number of po-
sitions of hydrogen atoms optimized is increased, the number of
monomers included, the distance d(N10–H10) is elongated inde-
pendently of the level of theory used. This means that both, the
number of hydrogen atom positions to be optimized and the level
of theory used should be taken into account for reliable calcula-
tions.

Another finding that can be observed in Table 1 is the fact that
the distance d(N10-H10) is 1.019 Å in both the dimer and tetramer,
when the position of the two pairs of hydrogen atoms that belong
to HBs are optimized. This fact suggests that the optimization of
the position of hydrogen atoms bonded to the oxygen O7 is the
main factor to consider for getting a more stable structure.

As mentioned in section 2 we used NMR spectroscopic param-
eters to cross-check our findings of the positions of the hydro-
gen atoms that belong to intra- and intermolecular HBs. Chem-
ical shifts of hydrogen and carbon atoms were obtained consid-
ering tetramethylsilane (TMS) as the reference compound, and
the chemical shifts of nitrogen atoms were calculated using ni-
tromethane (NTM) as the reference compound:

δ (H,C) = σ
T MS(H,C)−σ(H,C)
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δ (N) = σ
NT M(N)−σ(N)

In Table 2 the chemical shifts calculated at different levels of
theory and using shieldings of reference taken from experiments
are shown. The full optimization of the monomeric structure
was performed at B3LYP/6-311G++(d,p) level of theory and the
optimization of the position of hydrogens in the dimer and the
tetramer were performed at B97D/cc-pVTZ level of theory. As
mentioned above, when the geometry of the monomer was fully
optimized (model A) the chemical shift of the hydrogen atom H7

does not match adequately with experimental values. Similar be-
haviour occurs when only the position of the hydrogen H10 is op-
timized in dimers or tetramers. On the other hand, when the
positions of the hydrogen atoms bonded to the oxygen O7 in the
dimer are also optimized (optimization of type 4H), the theoret-
ical chemical shifts are close to the experimental values. This
means that i) one must include at least two monomers of TIZ
molecules in calculations and ii) it is also important to consider
intermolecular HBs which include a couple of hydrogen atoms
H7. These atoms should both be well described if one wants to
accurately reproduce the experimental values of chemical shifts.

In Table 2 the chemical shifts calculated by using theoretically
obtained reference shieldings are also shown between parenthe-
sis. When the structure of the reference compounds are optimized
at the same level of theory as that used for dimer and tetramer
of model B, the values of the chemical shifts are close to the ex-
perimental values, but not for the chemical shift of H7 obtained
with the 2H type optimization. This is because in this case only
the positions of the hydrogen atoms belonging to intramolecular
HBs are optimized.

We can then state that chemical shifts of hydrogen and nitrogen
atoms that are involved in the HBs are sensitive to the description
of electronic densities in their sites in the dimer, as it also happens
when the dimer is replaced by the tetramer. The chemical shift of
the hydrogen H7 varies when we calculated them in the dimer
structures using model B 2H and model B 4H; a similar varia-
tion is also found for tetrameric structures. As an example, when
the calculation of chemical shifts of H7 at PBE0/cc-pVTZ level of
theory are performed with model B, being the optimizations of
the types 4H and 2H, the difference between them is close to 8.4
ppm. In the case of the tetrameric structures, such difference is
close to 8.3 ppm.

We can also observe that by optimizing the positions of the
hydrogen atoms that belong to the intermolecular HB (the H7

atom) in the tetrameric structure, the chemical shift of the other
hydrogen atom of interest (the atom H10) becomes closer to the
experimental values. The same happens for dimers although the
chemical shift of H7 is not close to its experimental value. It is
then worth mentioning that, even though the calculations for the
tetramer structure give some modifications of the chemical shifts
of hydrogen atoms as compared with the results of calculations
with dimers, those modifications are small compared with the ef-
fects of optimizing the hydrogen positions of the intermolecular
HBs.

4 Concluding remarks
The finding of the accurate position of hydrogen atoms inside a
crystalline system is not an easy task. Instead, what is routinely
obtained is the geometrical structure of non-hydrogen atoms and
it is also well-known that the NMR spectroscopic parameters are
sensitive to the local electronic environment of any atomic nu-
cleus belonging to a given quantum system. For this reason we
developed a procedure that combines ssNMR experimental data
with two theoretical models, to reliably get the positions of hy-
drogen atoms that belong to hydrogen bonds in molecular crys-
tals. One of the main results of our work is that the interplay
between experimental ssNMR and reliable theoretical models can
be widely applied to the finding of the geometrical structure, that
include the position of hydrogen atoms, in any other molecular
crystal different from Tizoxanide (TIZ). Furthermore, those theo-
retical models provide well-defined grounds to study the strength
of π-stacking interactions between layers of hydrogen bonded
molecules, stacked one on top of the other, as happens in TIZ.

Our above mentioned theoretical models are quite different.
The first one is a solid-state model, which considers the periodic-
ity of a crystalline system to calculate energy, electronic density,
and NMR parameters. The other one is a molecular model in
which TIZ molecules are taken as isolated monomers, dimers, or
tetramers.

Working with the solid-state model it was found that any local
variation of the TIZ crystalline structure is followed by the vari-
ation of the values of the NMR parameters of each nucleus. An
excellent agreement between experimental and calculated chem-
ical shifts shows that the bond distance N10-H10 should be 1.00
± 0.02 Å. This distance matches quite well with the value of the
distance for which the total energy of the system is a minimum.

By applying the quantum molecular model it was possible to
learn about the way the intermolecular hydrogen bonds affect the
positions of hydrogen atoms that belong to HBs. There are two
intermolecular HBs that stabilize the structure of a basic dimer,
but there is also one intramolecular HB for each monomer whose
positions should be optimized all together with the other ones.
This feature must be used in order to obtain reliable results of
calculations of NMR spectroscopic parameters. We should also
highlight the fact that the theoretical optimization of the N10-H10

bond distances using the quantum molecular model named B 4H
on a tetrameric structure, is consistent with the results obtained
with the solid-state model. Furthermore, that model permits a
deeper analysis of the electronic effects involved in the descrip-
tion of the HBs.
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Table 2 Chemical shifts of hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen atoms for which the values of magnetic shieldings of reference compounds were taken from
experiments. Between parenthesis are the chemical shifts obtained with the geometry of the reference compounds optimized at PBE0/cc-pVTZ level
of theory. All calculations of NMR magnetic shieldings were performed with cc-pVTZ basis set and all values are given in ppm.

δ(X) \ Atoms H7 H10 N10 C8 C2 C1 C6 C5 C4 C3

Exp. this work 10.60 11.40 -241.50 163.10 113.60 155.50 116.40 136.30 119.60 133.30

Monomer Model A (B3LYP) 4.01 10.41 -225.49 170.75 126.5 166.89 122.63 144.81 131.68 145.69
Monomer Model A (PBE) 4.23 10.58 -223.35 164.24 123.23 162.42 120.01 140.18 128.73 140.81
Monomer Model A (PBE0) 4.25 10.60 -231.75 165.48 120.86 160.71 117.81 140.22 126.70 140.96
Monomer Model A (KT3) 3.81 10.04 -230.61 157.86 116.01 154.93 102.20 119.27 108.91 120.92

Dimer Model B 2H (PBE0) (4.26) (11.93) (-246.43) (166.50) (119.67) (161.22) (111.69) (135.03) (120.25) (135.66)
Dimer Model B 4H (PBE0) (12.65) (12.28) (-246.05) (166.99) (118.82) (163.99) (112.92) (135.35) (119.29) (135.51)

Dimer Model B 2H (B97D) (4.46) (11.80) (-213.40) (158.12) (115.13) (155.34) (106.02) (126.68) (114.00) (127.53)
Dimer Model B 4H (B97D) (12.54) (12.14) (-213.15) (158.58) (114.36) (158.02) (107.30) (126.97) (113.13) (127.37)

Dimer Model B 4H(KT3) 11.54 11.21 -236.13 158.03 113.79 157.30 107.22 126.29 112.65 126.23
(12.21) (11.88) (-211.99) (156.48) (112.24) (155.75) (105.67) (124.74) (111.10) (124.68)

Tetramer Model B 2H (PBE0) 2.37 10.69 -237.22 168.11 120.64 161.51 112.8 135.01 120.65 136.76
(2.88) (11.2) (-248.43) (167.54) (120.07) (160.94) (112.23) (134.4) (120.08) (136.19)

Tetramer Model B 4H (PBE0) 10.65 11.01 -236.74 168.78 119.91 164.16 114.03 135.49 119.79 136.62
(11.16) (11.52) (-247.95) (168.21) (119.34) (163.59) (113.46) (134.92) (119.22) (136.05)

Tetramer Model B 2H (B97D) 2.44 10.39 -232.63 164.86 120.38 159.86 112.00 131.61 119.31 133.16
(3.11) (11.06) (-215.42) (159.54) (115.06) (154.54) (106.68) (126.29) (113.99) (127.84)

Tetramer Model B 4H (B97D) 10.42 10.69 -232.4 165.49 119.83 162.37 113.27 132.05 118.55 133.01
(11.09) (11.36) (-215.19) (160.17) (114.51) (157.05) (107.95) (126.73) (113.23) 127.69

Apperley for 1H spectra measurements.
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